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MEMBER STATES

1. Argentina issue paper #1: Pyrolytic Oven.
2. Bangladesh issue paper #1: Inclusion of Equipment for Internet access and increment of reimbursement rate for Internet.
4. Bangladesh issue paper #3: Redetermine extreme environmental conditions factors.
5. Bangladesh issue paper #4: Redetermine intensified operational conditions factors.
6. Bangladesh issue paper #5: Reimbursement for day to day running expenses against Satellite Equipment.
7. Bangladesh issue paper #6: Guidelines regarding the standards of basic firefighting capability of Contingents.
9. Bangladesh issue paper #8: Standard of UN provided services.
12. Brazil issue paper #1: Reclassification of armed APC.
15. Brazil issue paper #4: Ammunition expended for weapons proficiency.
16. Chad issue paper #1.
17. Denmark issue paper #1: Reimbursement of consumables.
22. France issue paper #2: Medical evacuation outsourcing.
23. France issue paper #3: Hostility factor review.
25. France issue paper #5: Creation of an operational engagement factor.
26. India issue paper #1: Revision of Internet access claim.
27. India issue paper #2 issue paper: Policy on extrication and disposal of equipment after processing of forced abandonment claims.
29. India issue paper #4: Fee for service Level I/II/III Hospitals.
30. India issue paper #5: Provision and maintenance of accommodation.
31. India issue paper #6: Maintenance of ablation units and provision of mobile ablation.
32. India issue paper #7: Review of DSA
33. Indonesia issue paper #8: Reimbursement of COE to commence form readiness of the equipment with the TCC
34. Indonesia issue paper #1: Payment time frame for Loss and Damages Reimbursement.
35. Indonesia issue paper #2: Rotation of Equipment and Reimbursement for ME.
36. Indonesia issue paper #3: Transportation of Spare Parts/Consumable Items under wet lease arrangement in an extraordinary situation.
37. Italy issue paper #1: Reducing plastic pollution.
38. Italy issue paper #2: Core principles for achieving safe and sustainable management of health care waste in UN field Missions.
40. Malawi issue paper #2: Increase of recreation allowance for TCC and review of UN Leave arrangements for Contingent personnel.
42. Morocco issue paper #2: Reimbursement of WAM Equipment.
43. Morocco issue paper #3: Communications equipment.
44. Morocco issue paper #4: Reimbursement of Ammunition.
45. Morocco issue paper #5: Internet Access.
47. Morocco issue paper #7: Definition of the exact quantity of Ammunition.
49. Nepal issue paper #2: Specification of ME.
50. Nepal issue paper #3: POC in the Secretariat to provide clarification and assistance in interpreting the COE Manual.
51. Nepal issue paper #4: Reimbursement of SS to continue full rates until departure after the cessation of operations upon mission draw down.
52. Nepal issue paper #5: Reimbursement of ME excluded from amended MOU.
53. Nepal issue paper #6: Investigation of lost/damaged major equipment resulting from hostile action or forced abandonment.
55. Nepal issue paper #8: Damage to COE during transportation arranged by the UN.
56. Pakistan issue paper #1: Inclusion of High-Altitude Equipment for Static Combat Deployment per each Infantry Battalion.
57. Pakistan issue paper #2: Introduction of specific instructions/clauses for inspection and rotation of containers.
58. Pakistan issue paper #3: Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) to be published before deployment of unit.
60. Pakistan issue paper #5: Delinking of Environmental section guidelines from Minor Engineering.
62. Pakistan issue paper #7: Gradual deduction on reimbursement related to ME and SS items observed during COE Inspection.
63. Pakistan issue paper #8: COE Inspection of vehicles/equipment on the basis of fitness/functionality rather than cosmetic outlook.
64. Pakistan issue paper #9: Reimbursement against the damage to Helicopters during operations in support of UN Mission.
65. Pakistan issue paper #10: Repatriation of ME/SS from Mission area and its condition on receipt in home country.
66. Pakistan issue paper #11: Inclusion of maintenance reimbursement for equipment in prolonged.
67. Pakistan issue paper #12: Revision of reimbursement rates for SS.
68. Pakistan issue paper #13: Revision of reimbursement rates (Recreational Leave Allowance).
69. Pakistan issue paper #14: Revision of reimbursement rates (Daily Allowance).
70. Pakistan issue paper #15: Revision of Death/Disability Compensation Rates.
71. South Africa issue paper #1: COE & SS Operational Readiness Inspection.
72. South Africa issue paper #2: Proposal to adjust the factor for “Intensified Operational” utilisation on ME.
73. South Africa issue paper #3: Loss or Damage of ME due to hostile action or force abandonment.
74. South Africa issue paper #4: Proposal to adjust the penalty clause for unserviceable ME.
75. South Africa issue paper #5: Rotation of equipment at UN expense.
77. Togo issue paper #1: Internet access Review of Reimbursement Rates.
SECRETARIAT

3. Secretariat issue paper #3: Major Equipment Commercial Cost Data
4. Secretariat issue paper #4: Classification of armed and unarmed APCs.
5. Secretariat issue paper #5: Definition of Military Vehicles
7. Secretariat issue paper #7: Period of reimbursement at reduced rates after cessation of operations
8. Secretariat issue paper #8: Loss and Damage due to hostile action during transit
9. Secretariat issue paper #9: Rotation of ageing contingent-owned equipment at UN expenses.
10. Secretariat issue paper #10: Use of Micro and Mini (class I) UAS
13. Secretariat issue paper #13: Ammunition storage standards
14. Secretariat issue paper #14: Police Individual Kit
15. Secretariat issue paper #15: Diesel Generator Synchronisation
16. Secretariat issue paper #16: Donated Equipment terminology
17. Secretariat issue paper #17: Modernization of COE.
18. Secretariat issue paper #18: Level 1 Medical waste incinerators
21. Secretariat issue paper #21: Medical Staff Technical Clearance
22. Secretariat issue paper #22: Pre-Hospital Trauma Care Kits.
27. Secretariat issue paper #27: Internet provision cost.
29. Secretariat issue paper #29: Minor Engineering environmental management
31. Secretariat issue paper #31: Technical Updates.
32. Secretariat issue paper #32: Revision to Chapter 10 of the COE Manual (Roles and Responsibilities)
33. Secretariat issue paper #33: Loss and Damages in Transit